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CUSTOMCELLS® BLUE CHAIR INTERVIEW

STUDY & PROMOTION

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT CUSTOMCELLS®

• Chemistry - University of Würzburg, Prof. Holger Braunschweig
• PhD in organometallic chemistry - topic Borols

• Steep learning curve
• Broad spectrum of knowledge and experience
• Small company: Everybody can have his own
playing to your strengths and building on them
• Cooperation
• Experts for each subject area

PREVIOUS EMPLOYER
AND POSITION

Dispatch Energy / Liacon as
Project Manager und CTO

CHALLENGES FOR CUSTOMCELLS®

THE WAY TO CUSTOMCELLS®
„I wanted to deal with a wider variety of technologies and CUSTOMCELLS® offers the perfect
environment for this.“

ROLE IN CUSTOMCELLS®
AND FOCUS OF ACTIVITY
• CTO, technological management
• Development of battery cells
• Development of new technologies
• Manage publicly funded projects
• Public relations in the context of
committees and industrial advisory boards

Scaling into series production and the professionalization that
goes with it. But this also results in a significant increase in
quality. This brings new topics to us. At the moment we are
mainly concerned with cell chemistry rather than processes.
We will have to focus more on processes in the near future.

CURRENT RESEARCH
To combine energy density increase and performance increase
in one cell (topic „range“ vs. „fast charging“). Over the next
five years, we are focusing on process technologies, series
scaling and cell technologies as well as next-generation
technologies such as the all solid state cell. This is important
for our roadmap.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN BATTERY
DEVELOPMENT
The energy density of the cells must be increased parallel to
a cost reduction without negatively affecting the performance
of the cells. Consistent safety characteristics are a prerequisite.
The circular economy, i.e. the recycling of raw materials - in itself
the supply of raw materials - is also in focus. CO2 generation
and energy consumption in production are important issues for
our customers, which is why we naturally also deal with them.

THE SPECIAL THING ABOUT
LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES
The combination of high energy density and excellent cycle
stability makes lithium-ion batteries accessible in a wide range
of applications. They are adaptable to various application
fields and parameters such as environmental conditions. This
adaptation allows a wide range of applications to be covered.

ACTIVITIES IN ASSOCIATIONS
AND ORGANIZATIONS

THE SPECIAL THING ABOUT
WORKING IN ASSOCIATIONS

With the topic of lithium-ion batteries and the fact that
many different components, parameters and many fields of
application are possible, it has always been our approach
that a network of partners active in different fields can
achieve more. At every level, both at the research and
industrial level, it is extremely important that the individual
strengths of the various partners are brought to bear through
collaboration. There is enough market for more than just one
large company. In the electric car, one of the largest parts
is the cell, which determines the key characteristics of the
application. This fact that a cell is not a standardized product
means that different companies will produce different cells
with different advantages and disadvantages. There is not
one solution for all applications. This opens the door for
cooperations and networks whose strengths can help all
parties even in the face of possible competition since each
partner follows its own roadmap and can thus diversify. I
think this is right and important, because it has been shown
in the last years that it works.

NECESSARY CTO QUALIFICATIONS

• Member of the board of the KLiB
• Member of the Advisory board Batterieforschung
• Industry member of the board for the ProZell
and FestBatt cluster
• Industry member of the advisory Board Recycling
und Anwendungsfelder
• Network of the pilot lines LiPLANET

Chemistry, physics, battery technology, staying power,
fun at work and problem solving, communication skills

THE LAST FOUR YEARS AT
CUSTOMCELLS®

WORK AS A BOARD MEMBER OF THE
COMPETENCE NETWORK LITHIUMION BATTERIES (KLIB)
KLiB is a network of almost 60 partners who support each other and cover the entire value chain from material to recycling. KLiB also receives requests to support its members on
specific topics. Our opinion and expertise is always in demand,
because KLiB brings together many partners with a wide range
of issues. We provide support on various topics such as cooperation with other nations, advice on topics such as research
roadmaps and, of course, our expertise in the field of cell technology and manufacturing.

„The development at CUSTOMCELLS® is like a roller coaster
ride“. The characteristic of CUSTOMCELLS® is, and this is also
due to the product, a roller coaster ride with a tendency to go
up. Every week it‘s different, every month there‘s restructuring, which is exciting and interesting because we can‘t stand
still. Because we have to develop further and that‘s what the
4 years are like. These were very packed with content, so that
sometimes you thought „that was 10 years ago, no that was
last year“.

CONTACT
+49 4821-133 92 00
contact@customcells.de
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